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0 Abstract
The aim of this Deliverable is to present simulation activities carried out for the performance
assessment of the BRICKER energy system for the Spanish demonstrator. As a second part of
Deliverable D 4.44, a focus on active system integration is here given.
Paragraph 1 describes the system layout from the overall energy concept to single system
components. In the document, a particular importance is dedicated to describe how the
BRICKER system will be integrated in the existing energy layout system. The existing heating and
cooling system is an electrically driven reversible air-to-air heat pump. It is going to be
dismantled and replaced by the new energy layout. System components, such as ORC and heat
exchangers, are sized and designed in a way to comply with temperatures of heating and cooling
distribution system. A description of system control strategy is reported, including an overview
of possible working schemes required for delivering heating to the building.
The results of system simulations are presented in paragraph 2. In order to evaluate the system
performance with a simplified approach, the boundary Σ2 of Figure 1 is used for calculating
system performance and efficiency. This boundary encloses the total energy system up the
extend that on the one hand overall electricity consumption and thermal losses from system
components can be distinguished until heating/cooling loads are provided to the building.

Figure 1. Inlet and outlet energy fluxes at system boundary Σ2 for energy system analysis.
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1 Description of the energy system
The implementation of the BRICKER active technologies and the development of the energy
concept for the Spanish demo have to deal with the intrinsic characteristics of the existing
building. The motivations that have guided the integration and design of the BRICKER system for
the Spanish demo can be summarized in the following points:






The existing heating and cooling systems are based on an electrically driven reversible
air-to-air heat pump. The heating/cooling demand is then covered through an air-based
distribution and terminal systems.
Because of the specificity of the location and building features, heating and cooling loads
are of the same order of magnitude (45 kWh/(m2y) for heating, 48 kWh/(m2y) for
cooling)1. Since the quality of Spanish demo building is quite good (it was built 9 years
ago), no interventions on the passive technologies will be pursued. Therefore building
loads won’t change for the implementation of the new BRICKER system.
Because of the good exposure of the installation, solar collectors can play a major role
in the renewable energy harvesting.

Possibility of using steam or pressurized hot water as heat transfer fluid, in place of oil, has been
discarded due to the higher operational pressure required.
It is expected that the efficiency of the existing system can be greatly improved through the
installation of a new system concept which exploits and maximize local renewable energy
sources for covering building loads. From a high level point of view, the overall new energy
system can be represented by a schematic single line connection diagram as shown in Figure 2
below. It is split into three parts, based on working fluid used. Energy Generation Units (EGUs)
use oil, Energy Distribution Units (EDUs) use water, and Energy Conversion Units (ECUs) interact
with both oil and water. These three parts of the energy system i.e. EGUs, EDUs, and ECUs, are
depicted by red, blue, and green dotted boxes. The main distinguishing point is their relative
function in the energy system and in particular:




EGUs generate thermal energy by utilizing renewable sources, be it solar or biomass.
However, storage tank is included as an energy buffer.
ECUs serve the primary purpose of conversion of thermal energy from the oil loop into
either thermal energy in the water loop or generation of electrical energy.
EDUs comprise of components responsible for meeting heating and cooling loads.

The proposed BRICKER energy system and its implementation into the existing Spanish demo
building is shown as a single line diagram in Figure 2. The BRICKER energy system for the Spanish
demo building has as EGUs, a solar collector field (12 collectors, 407 kW) and a biomass boiler
(582 kW). Both components charge an oil thermal energy storage which aims to provide a
relative constant inlet oil temperature at both evaporator side of ORC and source side of the
primary heat exchanger (HX-I). Then the condensing water of the ORC can be used for covering

1

This is a building average value derived from preliminary simulation of the existing building.
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directly the heating building loads by the heating coil of air-handling unis (AHU) or alternatively
feeding the generator of a sorption chiller for providing chilled water to the coil of the AHU. In
case the energy dissipated by the ORC on the condenser side is not sufficient, the biomass boiler
or the solar field can further provide the required amount of heat through HX-I.
Σ2

Σ1

Adsorption chiller
Cooling

Biomass
ORC

Heating
Building

Cooling tower

Buffer tank
Solar
Electricity
EGUs

ECUs

EDUs

Figure 2. Single line diagram of the energy system.

The advantages of this concept are quite a few and in particular:





The significant reduction of fossil fuel consumption and consequent greenhouse
emissions in the existing system due to the extensive use of renewable energy sources;
The potential covering thermal (heating or cooling) and electrical loads of a given
building on-site due to the presence of the ORC unit;
The flexibility in covering thermal heating loads at high (i.e. radiators), medium (heating
coils) or low (radiant system) distribution temperatures;
The high replicability potential in different building typologies and geographic locations.

Contrary to these advantages, a series of requirements for installation of the BRICKER energy
system, which turn into challenges are as follows:








The integration of the new energy system into the existing one, not only from a mere
electro-mechanical installation perspective but mainly in the control and regulation of
systems operation priorities and strategies;
The mismatch between energy consumption and generation, due to stochastic
renewable energy sources (i.e. solar radiation) should be solved in order to maximize
the renewable energy exploitation;
The definition of cost-optimal scenarios, in which final energy savings are comparable
with state-of-the-art alternatives, irrespective of the higher upfront costs of such
systems;;
To conclude, a complete methodology for introduction of a new energy system and
maximize the replicability impact of the proposed BRICKER concept.
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1.1 Brief description of system components
Although each component in an energy system is crucial for its effective functioning,
components with key roles in operational strategy of the system are briefly described in this
section. Whereas a complete list of the existing components, along with overall system control,
monitored variables, and components’ control signals are discussed in the next sections.

Figure 3. System layout.

1.1.1 Parabolic Trough Collector field (PTC)
The solar collector field comprises of 12, Soltigua manufactured PTMx-24 parabolic collectors in
total, arranged in 4 rows of 3 collectors each. Table 1 specifies the design values for the selected
collector.
Table 1. Performance characteristics of PTC field (model: PTMx-24).
Parameter
Specific nominal thermal power

Value
537

Unit
W/m2

Width of a single collector

2.37

m

Length of a single collector

26.1

m

Distance between rows

5.8

m

Mirror accuracy

0.98

-

Reflectivity of mirror

0.94

-

Envelope transmittance

0.92

-

Diameter of absorber tube

0.038

m

IAM coefficient "b0"

1

-

IAM coefficient "b1"

0.000884

1/Degrees

IAM coefficient "b2"

-0.00005369

1/(Degrees2)
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PTC field is modelled using Type 1245, which models a tracking concentrating parabolic solar
collector that considers the effects of the collector mass on performance. The thermal
performance of the total collector field is determined by the number of modules in series and
the characteristics of each module. The model requires results from a standard collector
efficiency tests to be provided as coefficients.
This model relies upon an external data file to provide information on how the optical solar
transmittance-absorptance product of the evacuated tube changes with incidence angle.
Because linear parabolic concentrators have an axis of symmetry and are often installed such
that they track beam radiation throughout the day, only a one dimensional Incidence Angle
Modifier (IAM) is provided by the manufacturer in datasheet. Nevertheless, a 2-dimensional
matrix for IAM dependence on transversal and longitudinal incidence angles is created and
supplied as the external data file. Please refer to mathematical description of Type 1245 for
equations used.

1.1.2 Biomass boiler (BLR)
The selected biomass boiler is model “OD V 582”, manufactured by D’Alessandro
Termomeccanica. The boiler has a design capacity of 582 kW and maximum achievable outlet
temperature from this boiler is 280 °C. It is capable of operating in the range of 30% to 100% of
its design capacity.
Boiler is modelled using equations for a generic boiler model capable of either maintaining a
setpoint outlet temperature by varying the instantaneous functioning capacity, or working at
design capacity and calculating the resultant outlet temperature. It also models the inertial
effects in the system due to its thermal capacitance.
Before elaborating on the calculations performed at the subdeck level, it is important to
understand what definitions are used for boiler efficiencies and energy flows in the boiler.
Overall boiler efficiency (𝜂𝑏𝑜𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑟 as shown in Eq. 1) is defined as the ratio of output energy
(energy supplied to fluid (𝑄𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑖𝑑 )) and energy input (energy supplied by fuel (𝑄𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 )). Whereas,
combustion efficiency (𝜂𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏 as shown in Eq. 2) is defined as the ratio of summation of output
energy (𝑄𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑖𝑑 ) and losses to surroundings (𝑄𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 ) to energy input (𝑄𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 ).
𝑄𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑖𝑑
𝑄𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙

(1)

𝑄𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑖𝑑 + 𝑄𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠
𝑄𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙

(2)

𝜂𝑏𝑜𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑟 =

𝜂𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏 =

1.1.3 Organic Rankine Cycle generator (ORC)
In the Spanish demo building, a prototype of an ORC model is developed by RANK, using R245a
as the working fluid, and with rated electrical generation capacities ranging between 99.2 kW
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and 70.8 kW according to evaporator/condenser inlet temperature respectively, whereas power
extracted from the oil loop ranges from 562.9 kW to 455.7 kW2.
Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) generator is modelled in TRNSYS using the performance curves
received from the manufacturer RANK, and calculating the desired outputs. Performance curves
received at part load conditions, activation temperature, and dissipation temperature are used
to create a performance matrix for the model.
At this point, it shall be noted that the performance curves provided by the manufacturer are
for particular flow rates on evaporator and condenser sides. These values are 13 m3/h and 37
m3/h, respectively. ORC model is only operational when both, the evaporator side and
condenser side mass flow rates are greater than zero. Otherwise the outlet temperatures and
mass flow rates on either sides are set to the inlet values.
The part load performance curves, shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5, are presenting evaporator
side thermal power (𝑄𝑂𝑅𝐶,𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝 ) and electrical power (𝑊𝑒𝑙 ) as functions of inlet evaporator side
temperature (𝑇𝑂𝑅𝐶,𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝,𝑖𝑛 ). The data from performance curves is extrapolated to a wider range
of inlet oil temperature at the evaporator side i.e. 185-245°C.

Figure 4. Evaporator thermal energy of ORC unit as a function of oil inlet temperature for different
condensing water temperatures.

The performance data of the ORC used in this report refer to the first prototype developed by
RANK.
2
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Figure 5. ORC electrical energy of ORC unit as a function of oil inlet temperature for different
condensing water temperatures.

The performance matrix is supplied to the data interpolator as an input file. After reading the
interpolated values of input thermal power by oil, electrical power produced and output thermal
power, outlet temperatures at evaporator side (oil side) and cooling fluid (water) are calculated
using energy balance Eq. 3, and Eq. 4.

𝑄𝑂𝑅𝐶,𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝
𝑐𝑝,𝑜𝑖𝑙 ∙ 𝑚̇𝑂𝑅𝐶,𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝

(3)

𝑄𝑂𝑅𝐶,𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑
𝑐𝑝,𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 ∙ 𝑚̇𝑂𝑅𝐶,𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑

(4)

𝑇𝑂𝑅𝐶,𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝,𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑇𝑂𝑅𝐶,𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝,𝑖𝑛 −
𝑇𝑂𝑅𝐶,𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑,𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑇𝑂𝑅𝐶,𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑,𝑖𝑛 +

Thermal efficiency and electrical efficiency of ORC is calculated using Eq. 5, and Eq. 6.

𝜂𝑡ℎ =
𝜂𝑒𝑙 =

𝑄𝑂𝑅𝐶,𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑
𝑄𝑂𝑅𝐶,𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝

(5)

𝑊𝑒𝑙

(6)

𝑄𝑂𝑅𝐶,𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝

It has to be pointed out that the performance of the ORC here reported and used in the
simulation analysis refer to the data provided by manufacturer at the beginning of the project.
Therefore, these performance values could be in disagreement with the ultimate developments
of RANK.

1.1.4 Adsorption chiller (ADCH)
Selected adsorption chiller is model “ADCM 7-100” manufactured by Nishiyodo, with design
generator (TADCH,gen,in = 90°C), evaporator (TADCH,evap,in = 15°C) and condenser (TADCH,cond,in = 30°C)
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capacities as 604.5 kW, 405 kW and 1009.5 kW, respectively. Design value of coefficient of
performance for this model is 0.67.
Adsorption chiller is modelled in TRNSYS, using Type 909 from TESS library. This Type relies on
user-provided performance data file containing normalized capacity (NC) and normalized COP
ratios as a function of three temperatures: hot water inlet temperature, cooling water inlet
temperature and chilled water inlet temperature. COP for this model is defined as the energy
transferred from the chilled water stream divided by the energy provided to the chiller by the
inlet hot water flow stream.
The datasheet from manufacturer provides NC and COP values at different hot water, cooling
water and chilled water inlet temperatures. Figure 6 shows the variations in COP and NC values
at different hot water and chilled water inlet temperatures. These plots are for a fixed cooling
water inlet temperature of 30°C.
Relying on the plots given in the datasheet, a data file is created by interpolating the values at
different conditions (through file). Type 909 attempts to cool down the chilled water stream to
a setpoint value, when its control signal input is set to a value of 1. When the control signal is
set to 0, the device operates in flow-through mode and the temperatures of the three outlet
streams are set to the corresponding inlet temperatures. For detailed functioning of Type 909,
please refer to the mathematical description of the same.

Figure 6. Thermal COP of the adsorption chiller as a function of the chiller water inlet temperature for
different generator inlet temperature at 30°C inlet condenser inlet temperature.
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Figure 7. Normalized cooling capacity of the adsorption chiller as a function of the chiller water inlet
temperature for different generator inlet temperature at 30°C inlet condenser inlet temperature.

1.1.5 Wet cooling tower
The wet cooling tower has to reject effectively the condensing heat of the adsorption chiller
during cooling schemes and of the ORC when cogeneration/generation schemes are active. The
design performance parameter of Table 2 are identified.
Table 2. Design performance characteristics of hybrid cooler.
Parameter
Inlet water temperature
Outlet water temperature

Value
35

Unit
°C

30

°C

172000

kg/h

Dry bulb air temperature

25

°C

Wet bulb air temperature

25

°C

516000

kg/h

1500

kW

Water mass flow rate

Volumetric air flow rate
Electrical power

1.1.6 Heat exchangers
Primary heat exchanger (HX-I) is model “B60H-Lx52” manufactured by SWEP, with a rated heat
load of 800 kW. This model is a counter-current heat exchanger with design values specified for
Thermisol 66 oil and water as working fluids on source and load side respectively. HX-I comprises
of 52 plates and a total heat transfer area of 6.4 m2.
At design conditions a temperature increase of 10 K is achieved on the water side at design inlet
of 80°C, as seen in Table 3, which highlights the design values and key physical properties for
HX-I.
Table 3. Design conditions for primary heat exchanger (HX-I).
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Value
800

Unit
kW

Therminol 66

-

Water

-

Source inlet temperature

245

°C

Source outlet temperature

141

°C

Source side flowrate

13

m3/h

Source port velocity

1.68

°C

Load inlet temperature

80

°C

Load outlet temperature

90

°C

Load side flowrate

37000

kg/h

Load port velocity

5.11

°C

Total heat transfer area

6.4

m2

Number of plates

52

-

Heat flux

125

kW/m2

Source fluid
Load fluid

Secondary heat exchanger (HX-II) is model “B50Mx140” manufactured by SWEP, with a rated
heat load of 443.6 kW. This model is a counter flow heat exchanger with design values specified
for water as fluid on either side. HX-II comprises of 140 plates and a total heat transfer area of
17.1 m2. Table 4 highlights the design values and key physical properties for HX-II.
Table 4. Design conditions for secondary heat exchanger (HX-II).
Parameter
Heat capacity

Value
443.6

Unit
kW

Source fluid

Water

-

Load fluid

Water

-

Source inlet temperature

37

°C

Source outlet temperature

25

°C

Source side flowrate

32

m3/h

Source port velocity

3.14

°C

20

°C

27.66

°C

Load side flowrate

50

m3/h

Load port velocity

4.92

°C

Total heat transfer area

17.1

m2

Number of plates

140

-

Heat flux

25.9

kW/m2

Load inlet temperature
Load outlet temperature

1.1.7 Distribution thermal energy storage
A thermal energy storage of 15 m3 is used for heating/cooling distribution in winter and summer
seasons, respectively. It is modelled through Type 340 as a vertically cylindrical tank with two
instantaneous inlet and outlet flows. The model comprises of 4 double ports with different inlet
and outlet heights, shown in Table 5 as fraction of total storage height. Different double ports
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with unique inlet and outlet heights are used in summer and winter season, to maintain the
stratification in both hot and cold water streams in respective seasons. In summer season,
double ports 4 and 3 are used for collection of thermal energy from the energy system and
dissipation to distribution network respectively. However, double ports 1 and 2 are used in
winter season for dissipation of thermal energy into the energy system and collection from the
distribution network.
Table 5. Design values for Distribution thermal energy storage.
Storage volume

Parameter

Value
15

Unit
m3

Port 1: inlet/outlet height

1.0/0.0

-

Port 2: inlet/outlet height

0.0/1.0

-

Port 3: inlet/outlet height

1.0/0.0

-

Port 4: inlet/outlet height

0.0/1.0

-

Insulation thickness

0.15

m

Thermal conductivity of tank insulation

0.042

W/(mK)

1.1.8 Hydraulic components
The proposed system utilizes a total of 8 Variable Speed Pumps (VSPs), locations of which are
provided in Table . The pumps are simulated in TRNSYS using Type 110. The model is able to
maintain any outlet mass flow rate between zero and a rated value, varying linearly with the
input control signal. Pump power drawn off the model, however is modelled using a polynomial.
Pump starting and stopping characteristics are not modelled, as the time constants with which
pumps react to control signal changes is shorter than the typical time steps used in hydronic
simulations.
Table 6: Variable speed pumps and their location.

VSP1

13 m3/h

Rated power
(estimated)
0.55 kW

VSP2

20 m3/h

0.25 kW

Biomass boiler loop

VSP3

13 m3/h

0.37 kW

Evaporator side of ORC

13 m3/h

0.25 kW

37000 kg/h

3 kW

Source side of primary heat
exchanger
Condenser side of ORC

3 kW

Load side of primary heat exchanger

VSP7

37000 kg/h – 55000
kg/h
60000 kg/h

7.5 kW

Evaporator side of adsorption chiller

VSP8

172000 kg/h

15 kW

Hybrid cooler loop

Pump

VSP4
VSP5
VSP6

Rated flowrate

Location
Solar field loop

The thermal behavior of fluid flow in a pipe or duct is modelled using Type 31, which models this
behavior using a “plug-flow” approach. Here the pipe is divided into variable size segments of
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fluid, with the entering fluid shifting the position of existing segments. This “plug-flow” model
does not consider mixing or conduction between adjacent elements.

1.2 System integration into the existing Spanish installation
A layout of the energy distribution system is shown in Figure 8. Heating and cooling are supplied
indirectly from energy system through the thermal energy storage. An electrically driven airsource heat pump has the role of covering residual heating and cooling loads according to the
needs. From the thermal energy storage, two circuits are derived with a 2-pipe arrangement
each. These circuits group together thermal zones which have the same or similar orientation
and therefore heating/cooling profiles and in particular:



Circuit 1: “Off_1”, “Off_2”, “Off_7” and “Off_8”;
Circuit 2: “Off_3”, “Off_4”, “Off_5” and “Off 6”.

Because of this a dedicated regulation of the inlet water temperature in both heating and
cooling modes can be considered.
THR,9
Second floor (F2)

THR,10

THR,11

OFF_1

OFF_7

OFF_6

OFF_3

THR,9

THR,10

THR,11

THR,12

OFF_2

THR,5
First floor (F1)

THR,6

THR,7

THR,8

OFF_1

OFF_7

OFF_6

OFF_3

THR,5

THR,6

THR,7

THR,8

THR,1

THR,2

THR,3

OFF_1

OFF_7

OFF_6

THR,1

THR,2

THR,3

OFF_2

OFF_5

OFF_8

First floor (F1)

OFF_4

OFF_5

OFF_8

Second floor (F2)

OFF_4

OFF_5

OFF_8

OFF_2

Ground floor (F0)

THR,12

THR,4
OFF_3
THR,4

Ground floor (F0)

OFF_4

Reversible
compression heat
pump (HP)

Energy
generation
system

Distribution
storage tank
(TES)

Figure 8. Energy distribution system.

In Figure 9 a close-up of the integration of the heating/cooling coils in thermal zones is given. As
in the existing configuration, heating and cooling loads are covered through 24 coils (model
Carrier 42VP 030) installed in each single zone (8 per floor). The former coils are replaced by
new more performing ones. This decision has been taken together with the building owners
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because of the impossibility of draining the existing Freon loops in order to fill then with water
and the poor design of the system noticed during construction phases. The rated characteristics
of the coils are listed in Table 6, whereas the heating and cooling performance are shown in
Figure 10.
Additionally to the existing case, a heat recovery unit has been installed. It consists in adiabatic
air-to-air heat exchanger (model: Sodeca RECUP/LC-30-F6+F8) where exhaust air transfers heat
to outdoor fresh air without mixing. The outdoor air is therefore preconditioned according to
the season without any variation of its humidity ratio. Thanks to this, a significant reduction of
the ventilation losses and an improvement of heating and cooling transfer in the coils can be
attained.
Fan coil H/C
(Carrier 42VP 030)

Supply air
TSA,1, ϕSA,1, VSA,1
Zone 1

Exhaust air
TEA, ϕEA, VEA

Heat recovery
unit (Recalor LP)

Supply air
TSA,2, ϕSA,2, VSA,2

Zone 2

Outdoor air
TOA, ϕOA, VOA
Return air
TRA,1, ϕRA,1, VRA,1

Zone 1

Return air
TRA,2, ϕRA,2, VRA,2
Zone 2

Figure 9. Integration of air heat recovery unit and heating/cooling coil in the refurbished building.

Table 6. Nominal performance characteristics of the new heating/cooling coil (model: Carrier
42VP 030).
Characteristic
Nominal cooling capacity3
Rated heating capacity

4

Value

Unit

33

kW

77

kW

Nominal mass flow rate (cooling mode)

1.58

l/s

Nominal mass flow rate (heating mode)

1.84

l/s

Nominal volumetric mass flow rate

1690

l/s

Fan power

1.5

kW

3

Please, specify the operation conditions (see the data sheet)

4

Please, specify the operation conditions (see the data sheet)
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An electrically driven heat pump is used as auxiliary unit for supplying heating and cooling (see
Table 7). The refrigerant circuit includes R410A as refrigerant fluid and a scroll compressor. The
dependency of COP and EER to operation boundary conditions are plotted in Figure 10.

Table 7. Nominal performance characteristics of the auxiliary electrically driven heat pump (model:
Carrier 30RQ 402).
Characteristic

Value

Unit

Nominal cooling capacity5

366

kW

Total power input for cooling

146

kW

Nominal heating capacity6

407

kW

Total power input for heating

148

kW

Figure 10. Dependency of the Coefficient of performance (COP) and Energy efficient ratio (EER) of the
auxiliary heat pump (Carrier 30RQ 402) to inlet air and water temperatures.

1.3 Working schemes
1.3.1 .Scheme Sc1: PTC field in harvesting mode
This scheme represents activation of PTC field, based on whether instantaneous Direct Normal
Irradiation (DNI) is above the minimum activation value. Subsequent to this condition, for
activation of this scheme and hence PTC field, outlet oil temperature from the field should be
lower than stagnation value stated by the manufacturer.

5

Standardized Eurovent conditions: water heat exchanger entering/leaving water temperature
12°C/7°C, outside air temperature.
6

Standardized Eurovent conditions: water heat exchanger entering/leaving water temperature
40°C/45°C, outside air temperature 7°C, 87%relative humidity.
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T
T

M

Figure 11: Working scheme Sc1.

1.3.2 Scheme Sc2: BLR in operational mode
The sole objective represented by this scheme is maintaining the outlet temperature from the
second tee piece (TPC2) in boiler (BLR) loop, at a setpoint value. Hence, the activation of BLR is
dependent on condition of aforementioned temperature being below a certain value.

T
T

M

Figure 12. Working scheme Sc2.

1.3.3 Scheme Sc3a: Adsorption cooling though ORC condensing heat
Primary scheme used during the cooling season, constitutes of the required activation thermal
energy to the adsorption chiller being supplied through condensing side of ORC. For this, ORC
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should be working in cogeneration mode, with ORC condensing water temperature above the
minimum ADCH generation side temperature.
Adsorption chiller
(ADCH)

Heat exchanger
(HX1)

Reversible
compression heat
pump (HP)

AHU
circuits

ORC machine
(ORC)

Biomass boiler
(BLR)

Distribution
storage tank
(TES)

Heat exchanger
(HX2)

Cooling tower
(WCT)
PTC field
(PTC)

Figure 13. Working scheme Sc3a.

1.3.4 Scheme Sc3b: Adsorption cooling through solar/biomass heat
Usage of HX-I to extract required chiller activation thermal energy, into the water circuit from
oil circuit, is the key feature of this scheme. This scheme is used when ORC condensing side
outlet water temperature (T27) being insufficient to meet heating load, is complimented to
sufficient levels by activation of primary 800 kW HX.

Figure 14. Working scheme Sc3b.
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1.3.5 Scheme Sc3c: Pre-heating of hot water loop during summer
This scheme represents the pre-heating of hot water loop during summer season. If the inlet hot
water temperature to adsorption chiller is not above the minimum threshold value, the cooling
water and chilled water pumps (VSP7 and VSP8 respectively) are not activated.

Figure 15. Working scheme Sc3c.

1.3.6 Scheme Sc4: Heating through ORC condensing heat
Primary scheme used during heating season, constituted of the required thermal energy to
satisfy the instantaneous heating load, being supplied through condensing side of ORC. For this
particular scheme, ORC condensing side outlet water temperature (T27) is above the minimum
storage tank temperature to satisfy the required heating load during the season.
Adsorption chiller
(ADCH)

Heat exchanger
(HX1)

Reversible
compression heat
pump (HP)

ORC machine
(ORC)

Biomass boiler
(BLR)

Distribution
storage tank
(TES)

Heat exchanger
(HX2)

Cooling tower
(WCT)
PTC field
(PTC)

Figure 16. Working scheme Sc4a.
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1.3.7 Scheme Sc7a and Sc7b: Electricity generation using ORC in winter and in
summer
Usage of ORC in generation mode i.e. only production of electricity, is the key feature of schemes
Sc7. The scheme Sc7a, works in complimentary to the winter operational scheme Sc4.
Dissipating the condenser heat from ORC into the environment, using the cooling tower.
The scheme Sc7b, works in complimentary to the summer operational schemes Sc3a, Sc3b, and
Sc3c. Dissipating the condenser heat from ORC into the environment, using the wet cooling
tower.

Figure 17. Working scheme Sc7a and Sc7b.

1.4 Control strategy
1.4.1 Sensors
The list of crucial temperature and mass flow rate monitoring points to the control strategy are:











T1:
T5:
T6:
T9:
T14:
T20:
T23:
T24:
T27:
T42:

Outlet temperature from second port of storage tank (TES-I) in BLR circuit;
Inlet oil temperature to ORC;
Inlet oil temperature to HX1;
Outlet oil temperature from ORC;
Outlet oil temperature from the PTC field;
Inlet water temperature to HX1;
Outlet temperature from the cooling tower;
Inlet temperature to the cooling tower;
Outlet water temperature at ORC condenser side;
Storage tank (TES-II) temperature.
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Adsorption chiller
(ADCH)
VSP4 T6

DIV4

0

DIV6
Reversible
compression heat
pump (HP)

T20

Heat exchanger
(HX1)
VSP3

ORC machine
(ORC)

0

AHU
circuits

VSP7

0

0

VSP6

DIV10

T27

DIV5

T42

VSP5

0

0

VSP9

T5

DIV9

Biomass boiler
(BLR)
VSP2

0

Heat exchanger
(HX2)

T1

DIV8

DIV7

Distribution
storage tank
(TES)

0VSP8
DIV2
T10
T14

T23

DIV1

T24

Cooling tower
(WCT)

VSP1

0

PTC field
(PTC)

Figure 18. Sensors location.

1.4.2 Control signals
Binary output signals of various control conditions, implemented using hysteresis loop, into the
simulation model are briefly described in this sub-section. Selected monitored variables, on
which the control strategies are based, form the input set for hysteresis based control signals.
These binary signals, denoted using single alphabets, representing fulfilment of respective
control conditions, are as follows:
Signal A:

Control signal determining presence of cooling period, by comparing TIME with
fixed start (2880 h) and end (6552 h) time periods.

Signal B:

Control signal determining presence of minimum DNI required to operate PTC
pump at minimum flow (200 + 50 W/m2).

Signal C:

Control signal determining if T14, oil temperature at the PTC outlet, is lower
thanthe maximum allowed outlet value (225°C).

Signal D:

Control determining if T14, oil temperature at the PTC outlet is at least 5 K more
than return temperature from ORC, T9 and not higher than the maximum allowed
outlet value (225 °C).

Signal E:

Control determining if T2, oil temperature at outlet of second tee piece (TPC2) is
less than a specific value (225 ± 10 °C)7.

Signal F:
Signal G:

Control determining if the ambient temperature is above a setpoint value (20 °C).
Control determining presence of heating period, based on T42, the temperature
of storage tank (40 + 10 °C).

7

27 K are the maximum temperature difference that biomass boiler achieves under the working condition
so defined.
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Signal H:

Control determining presence of cooling period, based on T42, the temperature
of storage tank (10 + 4 °C).

Signal I

Control determining if the inlet hot water temperature to the adsorption chiller
is above a minimum threshold (50+10°C)

Signal J

Control determining if T5 is above the minimum ORC inlet evaporator
temperature

Signal K

Control determining if the electricity tariff is greater than a minimum threshold
for electricity generation purposes

1.4.3 Schemes
Probable and feasible combinations of different hysteresis based control signals, are termed as
schemes. Classification of schemes, their key characteristics, and prioritization within them has
been discussed in the earlier Section 1.3.
Table 8 elaborates on the formalization of these schemes, in numerical terms, as functions of
output control signals from hysteresis based controls.
Table 8. Scheme algebraic definition.
Schemes
Scheme Sc1

Description
PTC field – Activation

Logic
B*NOT(C)

Scheme Sc2

BLR – Activation

E

Scheme Sc3a

Cooling by only ORC

A*H*NOT(F)*I*J

Scheme Sc3b

Cooling by only HX1

A*H*F*I*J

Scheme Sc3c

Pre-Heating of hot circuit

A*H*NOT(I)*J

Scheme Sc4

Heating by only ORC

NOT(A)*NOT(G)*J

Scheme Sc7a

Electricity generation- Winter

NOT(A)*G*J*K

Scheme Sc7b

Electricity generation-Summer

A*NOT(H)*J*K

1.4.4 Component activation signals and Pump modulations
Control signals to the components, in each scheme, are based on activation/deactivation of that
specific scheme. Whereas, for pumps and diverters, the control signals are a product of schemes
and corresponding modulations, or valve opening factors respectively. Table 9 elaborates on
control signals for key components. Table 10 and Table 11 elaborate on the control signals for
pumps and diverter valves in the system respectively. The setpoint temperatures used at the
individual component level are described with logic in Table 12.
Some pumps of energy system work at design flow rates lower than the maximum flow rate
values. Variations in the flow rate for such pumps in energy system, are simulated as
corresponding variations in the control signal to for the pump´s model in TRNSYS. These
variations to the input control signal of pump model are termed as modulations. According to
this idea, thanks to the definition of “Mod_5” VSP6 is operated at the same mass flow rate of
VSP5 when the condensing heat of the ORC is used for TES charging purposes during the winter
season. When the condensing heat of the ORC is rejected (scheme Sc7), the mass flow rate of
VSP8 is imposed to be equal to VSP6.
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Diverter before the PTC field (DIV1) controls the flow of oil through HYJ1, bypassing it if the
control signal “D” described in section 1.5.2 is 1.
The 3 tempering valves present in the system are operated such as:




Tempering valve across HYJ2 (TPV2) maintains the design inlet temperature at
evaporator side of ORC by bypassing fraction of the fluid flow.
Tempering valve across source side of HX1 (TPV3) maintains a design temperature
gradient on the load side of HX1, based on inlet temperature.
Tempering valve across the source side of HX2 (TPV5) maintains the inlet condenser
temperature of ORC within the design range specified by control signals “F” and “N”
described above in section 1.4.2.
Table 9. Component activation signals with description.

Component
BLR_CS

Description
Activation signal for BLR

Sc2

Logic

ADCH_CS

Activation signal for ADCH

Sc3a+Sc3b

HBC_CS

Activation signal for HBC

Sc3a+Sc3b+Sc7a+Sc7b

AUX_HEAT

Activation signal for Auxiliary heater

NOT(A)

AUX_COOL

Activation signal for Auxiliary cooler

A

Table 10. Pump activation signals with description.
Pump
VSP1_CS

Description
Activation of PTC loop pump

VSP2_CS

Sc2

VSP4_CS

Activation of BLR loop pump
Activation of ORC evaporator side
pump
Activation of HX1 source side pump

VSP5_CS

Activation of ORC condenser side pump

VSP6_CS

Activation of HX1 load side pump

Sc3a+Sc4+Sc7a+Sc7b
Sc3a*Mod_5+Sc3b+Sc3c*Mod_5+Sc4*
Mod_5

VSP3_CS

VSP7_CS
VSP8_CS

Logic
Sc1

Activation of ADCH evaporator side
pump
Activation of HBC loop pump

Sc3a+Sc4+Sc7a+Sc7b
Sc3b+Sc3c

Sc3a+Sc3b
Sc3a+Sc3b+(Sc7a+Sc7b)*Mod_2

Table 11. Diverter valves activation signals with description.
Diverter valve
DIV1_CS

Description
Diverter before PTC´s loop

DIV5_CS

Sc7a+Sc7b

DIV9_CS

Diverter between ORC & HX2´s control
Diverter between HX1 & ADCH´s
control
Diverter between ADCH & HBC´s
control
Diverter between TES2 & ORC/ADCH´s
control
Diverter between TES2 & backup HP

DIV10_CS

Diverter between TES2 and system

Sc3a+Sc3b

DIV6_CS
DIV7_CS
DIV8_CS

Logic
NOT(D)

Sc4
Sc7a+Sc7b
Sc3a+Sc3b
A
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Table 12. Setpoints at subdeck level with description.
Subdeck
Setpoint
TV2_THS
TV_TSP
TVLOAD_THS
TVLOAD_TSET
T21_SET
D_LOWER
T24_SET
BLR_Y
HX1_TWO_SET_
HX1_TOI_SET

Description

Logic

Temperature of hot source to
tempering valve 2
Setpoint for tempering valve 2
Hot source temperature for VLOAD
Setpoint temperature for VLOAD
Set temperature for T21
Lower deadband for signal “D”
Outlet setpoint temperature for HBC
Modulation of boiler PLR
Outlet setpoint temperature of water
from HX1
Inlet setpoint temp of oil from HX1
Setpoint temperature for TV4 - cooling

TV4_SET
TV4_THS
HBC_SPRAY_CS

Setpoint temperature for TV4 - heating
Spray activation of HBC

T16 if T16>TES1_TFO_DP2
TES1_TFO_DP2 if TES1_TFO_DP2>T16
V2_TSP if V2_TSP>T16
T16 if T16>V2_TSP
Winter: TVLOAD_HEAT_TS
Summer: TVLOAD_COOL_TS
Winter: 40°C
Summer: 15°C
(Sc3a+Sc3b)*ADCH_TSP_GEN
T10+5
(Sc3a+Sc3b)*HBC_TWO_SET_SUMMER
+Sc7*(T27-HBC_DTW_SET_WINTER)
(225-BLR_TIN)/27
Where 0.3<BLR_Y<1
Winter: HX1_TWI+10°C
Summer: 90°C
145-11.91*HX1_TWI456.6*r+12.42*HX1_TWO
HX1_TOI_SET if HX1_TOI_SET
<T6_OUT
T6_OUT if T6_OUT<=HX1_TOI_SET
T6_OUT
1 !*GE(HBC_TWO_TSP,HBC_TWO_HR)
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2 System performance by means of transient simulation
This section further elaborates on operational strategies developed for the system components
in Section 1, using their instantaneous working plots.

2.1 Instantaneous plots
2.1.1 Energy Generation Units
As seen in Figure 2, both PTC field and BLR operate with independent oil loops, hence
independent operational controls. Both of them are connected to the main oil loop through
hydraulic junctions. The operation of PTC field is based on incident DNI being above a threshold
value (signal B) and the outlet temperature below the maximum allowed temperature (signal
C). Since DNI is key in operation of PTC field and consequently BLR loop (as they are in series,
see Figure 2), the instantaneous plots are described for selected intermittent and nonintermittent DNI days. Days selected on this criteria are February 21st (Figure 19, upper) and
August 10th (Figure 19, lower).
Figure 19 shows instantaneous plots of incident DNI (yellow), useful heat from PTC (red), DNIcutoff (B_LOW in solid black), and DNI threshold (B_LOW+B_UPPER in dotted black), on the
selected days. It can be seen that useful heat from PTC is non-zero only when the DNI is more
than B_LOW+B_UPPER (250 W/m2), and becomes zero when it goes below B_LOW (200 W/m2).
The production of useful heat from PTC is actually representation of presence of flow during the
time when DNI condition is met, which is shown in Figure 19.
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Figure 19. Instantaneous plots of specific incident DNI and specific useful heat gain from PTC field during
reference winter (21th of February) and summer day (10th of August).
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Figure 20. Instantaneous plots of inlet/outlet oil temperature from PTC field, maximum temperature
permitted and operation of DIV1 during a reference winter day (21 th of February).

Figure 21. Instantaneous plots of inlet/outlet oil temperature from PTC field, maximum temperature
permitted and operation of DIV1 during a reference summer day (10 th of August).
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EGUs are operated at a constant outlet temperature (V2_TSP). This is ensured by tempering
valve 2 (TPV2) by diverting a fraction of return oil flow through HYJ2, so the temperature after
tee piece 2 (T5) is maintained at the setpoint (TSP). Figure 22 shows the temperature after tee
piece 2 (T5-yellow). It can be observed that while throughout Februrary 21st this temperature is
maintained at the setpoint value, on August 10th this is not the case when inlet temperature to
the boiler (T1-blue) is too low.

Figure 22. Instantaneous plots of outlet oil temperature from biomass boiler and min/max setpoint
temperature during a reference winter day (21th of February).
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Figure 23. Instantaneous plots of outlet oil temperature from biomass boiler and min/max setpoint
temperature during a reference winter day (10th of August).

BLR’s instantaneous operating capacity is modulating based on the inlet temperature (T2-in
Figure 23). This can be seen in Figure 23, as variations in the Part Load Ratio (PLR) of the boiler
(BLR_PLR-blue). It should be correlated at this point that the increase in inlet temperature to
TPV2 id due to higher temperatures from the PTC loop, resulting in operation of BLR on low PLR.
The power supplied by boiler (Q_BLR_GROSS-red) and the power transferred to the return oil
from ECUs (Q_BLR_NET-blue), can be seen in Figure 24. The peaks on August 10th for net boiler
power are due to discharging (positive peak) and discharging (negative peak) of HYJ2.
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Figure 24. Instantaneous plots of supplied heat from the biomass boiler during reference winter (21th
of February) and summer day (10th of August).

2.1.2 Energy Distribution Units
Different cooling schemes have been conceived for operating the adsorption chiller under
different boundary conditions. These have been designed accordingly to its cooling capacity,
building loads and weather ambient conditions.
In Figure 25 the cooling capacity of the adsorption chiller and temperature profiles are plotted
for a typical summer day (10th of August). As it can be seen HX1 provides the heat to the
generator of the adsorption chiller (starting from about 10:45). Thanks to this it can be noticed
how the hot water inlet temperature easily reaches about 90°C when solar heat is collected. The
excess of heat is effectively rejected through the cooling tower, in a way the inlet temperature
to the sorption chiller is 30°C. The chilling water temperature is always comprised between 10°C
and 15°C.
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Figure 25. Instantaneous plots of inlet/outlet temperature from/to adsorption chiller during a reference
summer day (10th of August).

The advantages of scheme Sc3b in comparison with pure trigeneration cooling scheme (Sc3a), it
can be further noticed checking cooling capacity between 9:00 and 10:45. During that time ORC
condensing heat is used for driving adsorption chiller, but because of this inlet temperature are
lower than the first case and about 70-75 °C. This reduces the cooling capacity up to about 30%
with respect to scheme Sc3b.
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2.2 System boundaries and definition of system performance figures
The performance analysis of any energy systems starts with the definition of appropriate system
boundaries. With respect to the Spanish installation, system boundary Σ2 is considered (see
Figure 26).

Figure 26. Screenshot of TRNSYS model showing system boundaries in yellow.

At these measurement boundaries, it is possible to identify system energy inputs, outputs and
losses and in particular:





System inputs: useful energy provided by the PTC solar field (P1) and biomass boiler
(P4)8, electricity inputs for water and oil pumps, ORC, cooling tower, adsorption chiller
and reversible heat pump operation;
System outputs: heating and cooling load supplied to the building (P20) and electricity
generated with the ORC machine;
System losses: thermal losses from hydraulic components like pipes, buffers, storages
and hydraulic junctions.

Inputs and outputs are also used for calculating a set of performance figures define below:


8

Final Energy demand (FE). According to the Eurostat, the Final Energy is the energy
consumed by end users. It reaches the final consumer's door and excludes that which is
used by the energy sector itself. Final energy consumption excludes energy used by the
energy sector, including for deliveries, and transformation. It also excludes fuel
transformed in the electrical power stations of industrial auto-producers and coke
transformed into blast-furnace gas where this is not part of overall industrial
consumption but of the transformation sector.

In this calculation useful energy inputs are considered (not end energy).
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Primary Energy demand (PE). Primary Energy definition converts the energy derived
from an energy carrier (i.e. electricity, gas, oil, wood) into an equivalent fossil energy. In
order to perform this calculation for the scopes of the BRICKER project, the coefficients
(defined as Cumulative Energy Demand CED in kWhPE/kWhFE) listed in Table 13 are used
for converting final energy into the equivalent primary energy content. It has to be
pointed out that the electricity generated through the ORC unit is subtracted to the
global electricity consumption of the system.
Table 13. European average values for CDE and GWP for different energy carriers.



Energy carrier

CED
[kWhPE/kWhFE]]

Electricity
Gas
Oil
Wood – Logs
Wood – Pellets
Wood – Chips
Solar energy

3.13
1.24
1.30
0.063
0.24
0.086
0.0

GWP
[kgCO2,eq/kWhFE]
0.56
0.26
0.32
0.015
0.045
0.018
0.0

Global Warming Potential (GWP). Is the weighted addition of the emission of different
greenhouse gases when providing final energy, including emissions generated during
the construction of the electric grid and power plants. It is expressed in terms of
kgCO2,eq/kWhFE for a time frame of 100 years. In a similar way, the GWP for a generic
system can be defined as:
𝐺𝑊𝑃 =

∑𝑖 𝐹𝐸𝑖 ∙ 𝐺𝑊𝑃𝑖
𝑄ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡

(7)

Besides energy efficiency indicators, economic performance figures are crucial for evaluating
the profitability of BRICKER system. In order to analyze further these issues, the variation of
electricity prices throughout the year of Table 14 and Figure 27 are considered. The specific price
for biomass is assumed to be equal to 0.02 €/kWh.
Table 14. Electricity price for different energy tariff period.
Tariff
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6

Price
[€/kWh]

0.184
0.146
0.118
0.095
0.087
0.073
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Figure 27. Yearly schedule for electricity priced of Table 14.

2.3 Parametric simulations
The aim of this section is to present the simulation results of the BRICKER system according with
the boundary considered described above. The performance of the proposed configuration is
compared against similar cases derived from a short parametric analysis, where a number of
parameters are varied one-at-time.
Because of the peculiarities of the BRICKER system, several design aspects about the design of
EGUs and ECUs need to be highlighted and in particular the following issues are targeted.




Energy Generation Units. Because of the unpredictability nature of solar radiation, the
sizing of the solar field and biomass boiler can be done only through detailed transient
simulations. In order to understand the impact of solar energy on the total system
performance, the number of parallel row of the solar field are varied, whereas the boiler
heating capacity is varied from 20% to 100% of its nominal capacity.
Energy Conversion Units. The setpoint inlet oil temperature is key for achieving high
values of thermal and electrical efficiencies of the ORC. On the other hand, this turns
into a higher fuel consumption of the boiler and longer operation of solar pumps. Then,
the priority of in operation of the different cooling schemes is further investigated. As
described in section 1.3, cooling is covered in two alternatives modes. The idea is to use
the condensing heat of the ORC as heat source of the adsorption chiller. This operation
schemes continues until the cooling output of the chiller is lower than the cooling load
of the building. If this condition is not met, direct use of high temperature heat is used
as heat source of the sorption chiller. The trade-off between of these two schemes is
here investigated.

2.3.1 Influence of the design of EGUs
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Parabolic trough collector area
In the reference case, the solar field comprises 4 parallel rows of 3 collectors each. This particular
design has been primarily addressed in order to avoid frequent on/off cycles of the biomass
boiler because of an excess of heat in the buffer. Nevertheless it is interesting to understand
which would be the impact of a different design of the solar field.
In order to do this the number of parallel rows of PTC collectors has been varied from a
configuration where no solar is considered until 4 rows. This parametric analysis is carried out
keeping constant the specific mass flow rate in the solar field. In Figure 28 the specific energy
input from biomass boiler and PTC solar field is shown. In the reference case (4 parallel rows),
the share of solar energy on the total inputs is about 13%. This value reaches 17% in the case of
4 rows.

Figure 28. Energy input to the system from biomass boiler (P4) and PTC solar field (P1) divided by the
living building area for different configuration of solar field.

The operation of PTC solar field is constant throughout the year (expect for the case with no
solar collectors) for difference configuration of the solar field. This is caused because the
activation of the solar harvesting scheme is based only on a minimum value of the incident DNI
radiation on collector surface. On the other hand, the biomass boiler has to guarantee a
minimum temperature in the buffer storage tank. As expected an increase of the number of the
PTC solar collectors reduces the activation of the biomass boiler with a maximum of 5.8%.
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Figure 29. Yearly operation time of biomass boiler and PTC solar field for different configuration of solar
field.

In terms of specific primary energy demand, it is clear from Figure 30 as electricity generation is
more effective when solar collectors are considered. In the reference case of4 parallel rows,
primary energy for heating and cooling amount to 39 kWh/(m 2y) and 36.7 kWh/(m2y),
respectively, whereas for electricity generation primary is 8-8.5 times higher. Nevertheless the
impact of larger collector area on primary energy is positive leading to an average decrease of
about:




ΔPEheat = -0.04 kWh/(m2y) / m2solar;
ΔPEcool = -0.1 kWh/(m2y) / m2solar;
ΔPEgen = -0.5 kWh/(m2y) / m2solar.

Figure 30. Specific primary energy demand for heating, cooling and electricity generation for different
configuration of solar field.
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The amount of electricity generated and consumed is not influenced by a larger collector field
area (Figure 31). Because of the higher electrical consumption of solar pump, electricity
consumption slightly increases but the same effect occurs for the electricity produced thanks to
higher evaporator ORC inlet temperature. The final effect is a substantial equity between these
effects:


ΔWel,gen ≈ ΔWel,prod = 0.002 kWh/(m2y)

Figure 31. Yearly electricity generated and consumed for different configuration of solar field.

Nominal capacity of biomass boiler
From Figure 28, it emerges how the biomass boiler covers the majority (87% in the reference
case) of the heat to the evaporator of the ORC unit. It is therefore interesting to understand
whether the energy contribution of PTC field could be increased through a decrease of the
capacity of the biomass boiler. In the reference case, the biomass boiler has a capacity of 582
kW. In this parametric analysis, this value has been varied from 20% to 100% where the mass
flow rate is varied proportionally in a way to obtain the same temperature rise of reference case.
When no biomass boiler is considered, only solar energy from PTC is used for operating ORC and
HX1.
The yearly operation time of the biomass boiler and PTC field area are both not much influenced
by this change (Figure 32). On the contrary, the energy input from biomass boiler changes
substantially. From Figure 33, it can be seen how the energy input decreases almost linearly
when the boiler capacity decreases. However it is interesting to notice that PTC solar field does
not increase its contribution and therefore seems to be influenced only by larger collector area.
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Figure 32. Yearly operation time of biomass boiler and PTC solar field for different sizes of biomass
boiler.

Figure 33. Energy input to the system from biomass boiler (P4) and PTC solar field (P1) divided by the
living building area for different sizes of biomass boiler.

A biomass boiler with a lower capacity can’t always guarantee the setpoint temperature in T5
(225 °C in the reference case) and this fact determines lower inlet temperature to the evaporator
of the ORC (which are always greater than the minimum inlet temperature of 185°C). As a
consequence, the condensing heat of ORC reduces and therefore the operation period of the
heating schemes increases (see Figure 34). A similar issue occurs also in summer for cooling
schemes, privileging to exploit high temperature heat in the generator of the adsorption chiller
rather than use condensing heat. Since electricity generation schemes are complementary
operation modes to heating and cooling, their operation time decreases.
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Figure 34. Yearly operation of heating (Sc4), cooling (Sc3a, Sc3b and Sc3c) and electricity generation
(Sc7a and Sc7b) schemes for different sizes of biomass boiler.

Comparing Figure 33 and Figure 35, it can be noticed how primary energy is proportional to the
energy input from biomass boiler. This effect is mainly driven by the primary energy for
electricity generation mode, whereas the primary energy for heating and cooling decrease with
a higher heating capacity of biomass boiler. The following tendencies can be established:




ΔPEheat = -0.01 kWh/(m2y) / kW;
ΔPEcool = -0.01 kWh/(m2y) / kW;
ΔPEgen = 0.49 kWh/(m2y) / kW.

Figure 35. Specific primary energy demand for heating, cooling and electricity generation for different
sizes of biomass boiler.

The overall electricity generated from schemes, Sc3a, Sc3c, Sc4, Sc7a and Sc7b changes
substantially because of shorter operation periods and lower ORC evaporator inlet temperature
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at a rate of about 0.21 kWh/(m2y) / kWboiler. On the other hand the electricity consumed shows
a less linear dependency to the size of biomass boiler.

Figure 36. Yearly electricity generated and consumed for different configuration of solar field.

2.3.2 Influence of the design of ECUs
Setpoint inlet oil temperature to ORC evaporator
In the Spanish configuration of BRICKER system, ORC inlet oil temperature is kept constant which
equal to 225°C in the reference case. It is interesting to see how a change of this value would
impact the overall system performance. In order to do this setpoint temperature is varied
between minimum and maximum ORC working oil temperatures (185°C-245°C).
At low values of ORC oil inlet temperature the energy input of biomass boiler and PTC solar field
vary from 933 kWh/(m2y) to 173 kWh/(m2y) (-81%) and from 123 kWh/(m2y) to 29 kWh/(m2y) (76%), respectively (see Figure 37). If the operation time of solar field is not affected by this
change, the biomass boiler reduced the working time of about 53% on yearly basis.
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Figure 37. Energy input to the system from biomass boiler (P4) and PTC solar field (P1) divided by the
living building area for different ORC inlet oil temperatures.

Figure 38. Yearly operation time of biomass boiler and PTC solar field for different ORC inlet oil
temperatures.

The major impact of a variation of ORC inlet oil temperatures can be seen in terms of specific
primary energy demand. From Figure 39 it emerges that electricity generation has a positive
impact only when ORC inlet oil temperature has the major impact on primary energy demand.
A similar effect but with a smaller magnitude occurs for cooling and heating.
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Figure 39. Specific primary energy demand for heating, cooling and electricity generation for different
ORC inlet oil temperatures.

In the reference case electricity generated amounts to 134.4 kWh/(m2y), whereas the
consumption is about 50% of the first term. In general electricity generated dramatically drops
at low ORC evaporator inlet temperatures up to the extent that at 185°C electricity generated
and consumed become almost equal.

Figure 40. Yearly electricity generated and consumed for different ORC inlet oil temperatures.

Priority between cooling working schemes
Cooling loads can be covered in two possible working modes. The priority is given to the
activation of adsorption chiller driven by the condensing heat of the ORC (scheme Sc3a). When
operation conditions are not met (i.e. sufficient hot water temperature), high temperature heat
from the EGUs is fed into the generator of the sorption chiller through heat exchanger HX-1
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(scheme Sc3b). The tradeoff between these alternative schemes is defined through the ambient
temperature, because cooling loads and cooling capacity of the adsorption chiller are both
function of it. In the reference case, a value of 25°C for ambient temperature is used for this
purpose.
In Figure 41 the activation of the two schemes is plotted for different threshold ambient
temperature from 10°C (only scheme Sc3b) to 45°C (only scheme Sc3a). First of all it can be seen
as maximum operation period of schemes Sc3a (953 hours) and Sc3b (683 hours) is different.
Scheme Sc3a is characterized by generator inlet temperature to the adsorption chiller of 6070°C, whereas scheme Sc3b can largely benefit of higher water temperature of 90°C. This causes
lower cooling output from scheme Sc3a and longer operation period for meeting the building
load. A lower cooling capacity during scheme Sc3a determines the activation of the backup
electrical chiller which in the worst case covers 8% of the total cooling load.

Figure 41. Operational time of cooling schemes Sc3a (trigeneration) and Sc3b (high temperature cooling
production) for different ambient temperature activation threshold.

The input of biomass boiler and PTC solar collector is not much influenced by this variation. PTC
solar collectors contribute of about 123 kWh/(m2y), whereas the biomass boiler slightly varies
its contribution from 821 kWh/(m2y) to 793 kWh/(m2y).
A longer operation period of scheme Sc3a, determines longer operation period of the ORC
during the summer. On an yearly basis this increases the electricity output from 133 kWhel/(m2y)
to 141 kWhel/(m2y) (+5.8%). On the contrary the electricity consumption is expected to increase
since longer operation of wet cooling tower, circulating pumps and adsorption chiller. This is
verified from the simulation where an increase from 66 kWhel/(m2y) to 68.6 kWhel/(m2y) is
shown (+4%). However, in any of the cases the ration between the electricity generated and
consumed is positive and in the range of 2.02 to 2.05.
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Figure 42. Electricity consumption of the system and generated from ORC for different ambient
temperature activation threshold.

The primary energy of the system seems not affected by this change in the priority between
cooling working schemes, being it quite constant in the range of about 395 kWh/(m2y). Being
heating not affected by this variation, its specific primary energy value is not affected. As it can
be seen from Figure 43, primary energy consumptions for cooling and electricity generation are
complementary in absolute terms.




ΔPEheat ≈ -0 kWh/(m2y) / K;
ΔPEcool = 0.69 kWh/(m2y) / K;
ΔPEgen = -0.33 kWh/(m2y) / K.

Figure 43. Specific primary energy demand for heating, cooling and electricity generation for different
ambient temperature activation threshold.
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2.4 Comparison of alternative scenarios
2.4.1 Alternative system layouts
It is now interesting to compare the performance of the BRICKER system with and without
biomass boiler or PTC solar collectors and with and without electricity generation mode. In Table
15 the list of alternative scenarios are listed. Case 0 represents the case where heating and
cooling loads are covered with auxiliary reversible heat pump only and therefore no electricity
generation modes are considered. Cases 1 take into account different schemes where electricity
generation modes are not considered, whereas cases 2 represent the opposite condition. In
cases 1 and 2, three subcategories represent the case with biomass boiler and PTC solar
collectors (cases 1.1 and 2.1), with solar collectors only (cases 1.2 and 2.2) and with biomass
boiler only (cases 1.3 and 2.3). Case 2.1 represents the current configuration of the BRICKER
system.
Table 15. List of alternative scenarios.
Working schemes
ID

Abbreviation

0
1.1
1.2
1.3
2.1
2.2
2.3

HP back up only
BIOM_SOL_H_C
SOL_H_C
BIOM_H_C
BIOM_SOL_H_C_EL
SOL_H_C_EL
BIOM_H_C_EL

Biomass
boiler

PTC solar
collector

X

X
X

X
X

Heating

Cooling

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X

Electr.
generation
only

X
X
X

The final energy of the system for the alternative cases of Table 15 are shown in Figure 44 and
listed in Table 16. The biomass contribution when present is dominant on electricity
consumption, being this in the range of 4-6% of the first. This conclusion applies for cases all
cases when biomass is considered. When cases including electricity generation are compared
with respective cases without this feature, the relationship between biomass and electricity is
again confirmed. In absolute terms, the final energy for biomass increases by a factor of 4.9-5.6
whereas the electricity by a factor of 6.2.
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Figure 44. Final energy of the system for biomass and electricity for cases of Table 15.

Table 16. Final energy of the system for biomass boiler and electricity.
ID

Abbreviation

Biomass
[kWh/(m2y)]

Electricity
[kWh/(m2y)]

0
1.1
1.2
1.3
2.1
2.2
2.3

HP back up only
BIOM_SOL_H_C
SOL_H_C
BIOM_H_C
BIOM_SOL_H_C_EL
SOL_H_C_EL
BIOM_H_C_EL

0.0
161.1
0.0
209.5
906.3
0.0
1025.1

40.9
10.7
35.1
10.4
66.7
41.9
65.6

As it can be seen in Figure 45, primary energy is largely influenced by the presence or absence
of biomass boiler and solar collector and by the activation of schemes dedicated to electricity
production only. In the case of heating, cases including schemes dedicated to electricity
generation only (cases 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3) are characterized by greater values of primary energy
than cases 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3. The difference amount in 12.5-14% in schemes with the biomass
boiler, whereas is about 1.5% when only solar collectors are present. In the case of cooling the
differences are not so pronounced as for heating loads.
Anyhow primary energy for heating and cooling of different configuration are always lower than
the value of an electrically driven system (case 0). For heating this difference amounts to 4-40%
to whereas for cooling is comprised between 16% and 34%.
What it is more evident in Figure 45 is the impact of primary energy for electricity generation
schemes in cases 2.1 and 2.3 which represents 80% of the total primary energy demand. Because
the availability of solar energy is unpredictable and therefore limited in time, the activation of
electricity generation schemes in case 2.2 is reduced and this leads to a value of primary energy
which is 5% the values in cases 2.1 and 2.3.
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To summarize, cases without electricity generation schemes are competing against an
electrically driven back up system. This conclusion is valid for any configuration of the system.
In absolute terms the best configuration is case 1.1 where biomass boiler and solar collectors
are considered. The production of electricity as a main product affects largely the primary energy
balance.

Figure 45. Specific primary energy demand for heating, cooling and electricity generation for cases of
Table 15.

Figure 46 shows electricity generation and consumption for the cases of Table 15. In cases 1.1,
1.2 and 1.3 electricity is produced as a “by-product” since the main objective is to supply heating
and cooling loads. In particular in cases 1.1 and 1.3 electricity generated on the one hand covers
entirely the electrical consumption of the energy system and on the other makes available
additional electricity to use for covering electricity consumption as lightings and appliances or
to be simply sold. On the contrary, when only solar collectors are present (case 1.2), the
electricity produced is not sufficient for covering the electrical demand of the system and it
amounts to only 10% of system energy consumption.
In cases where schemes dedicated for generating electricity are considered (cases 2.1, 2.2 and
2.3), a similar trend to the previous cases is appreciated but at different magnitudes. Hence,
when biomass boiler is present (cases 2.1 and 2.3), the electricity generated is almost twice the
electricity consumption. In case 2.2, the balance is not so favourable since the electricity
generated can cover only 27% of the demand.
Looking at the balance between electricity generation and consumption, it can be concluded as
cases 1.2 and 2.2 should be discarded since solar energy does not provide sufficient energy for
guaranteeing a prolonged and efficient operation of the ORC. The contribution of solar collectors
in cases 1.1 and 2.1 when compared to cases 1.3 and 2.3 respectively is almost negligible. When
electricity generation schemes are considered, the over-production of electricity is very
favourable.
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Figure 46. Electricity consumption of the system and generated from ORC for cases of Table 15.

Systems of Table 15 are now compared in terms of economic indicators. The electricity and
biomass costs of paragraph 2.2 are here used, assuming in particular that the electricity
produced is sold at a price equal to the electricity purchased. The results of this comparison are
summarized in Figure 47 and in Table 17. Thanks to the highest electricity production, cases 2.1
and 2.3 reach the highest earnings (13.1-13.3 €/m2). It is interesting to notice as in cases 1.1 and
1.3 where electricity is considered as a by-product, the earnings are higher than case 2.2.
The purchase of electricity is more favourable for cases 1.1 and 1.3 (1.2 €/m2), whereas the
highest value are reached by cases 2.1 and 2.3 (6.5-6.6 €/m2). This means that cases 2.1 and 2.3
produce more electricity and so benefit of higher earnings but the for economic effort is about
5.5 times higher than schemes 1.1 and 1.3.
As shown in the previous graphs, biomass represents 90-95% of the total final energy. Although
the biomass is cheaper than electricity, biomass costs are always higher than electricity ones.
The most critical conditions is in schemes 2.1 and 2.3, where biomass costs reach a value of 18.1
€/m2 and 20.5 €/m2, respectively (about 5 times higher than schemes 1.1 and 1.3).
Subtracting from final energy costs of biomass and electricity the earnings due to electricity
generation fed into the grid, a net energy cost is calculated. In these terms, the most favourable
layout configuration is case 1.1 where biomass boiler and solar collectors are used for covering
heating and cooling loads and electricity is considered only as a by-product. In this case a net
energy cost of 2.8 €/m2 is reached. On the opposite side, layouts where biomass boiler is
integrated and electricity generation schemes are considered (cases 2.1 and 2.3) determine the
highest net energy costs of about 11.4 €/m2 and 13.9 €/m2.
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Figure 47. Plot of earnings and energy costs for cases of Table 15.

Table 17. List of earnings and energy costs in €/m2 for cases of Table 15.
ID

Abbreviation

Earnings
[€/m2]

Electricity costs
[€/m2]

Biomass costs
[€/m2]

Net energy costs
[€/m2]

0
1.1
1.2
1.3
2.1
2.2
2.3

HP back up only
BIOM_SOL_H_C
SOL_H_C
BIOM_H_C
BIOM_SOL_H_C_EL
SOL_H_C_EL
BIOM_H_C_EL

0.0
1.6
0.4
1.6
13.3
1.3
13.1

4.7
1.2
3.9
1.2
6.6
4.6
6.5

0.0
3.2
0.0
4.2
18.1
0.0
20.5

4.7
2.8
3.5
3.7
11.4
3.3
13.9

Table 18. List of earnings and energy costs in k€ for cases of Table 15.
ID

Abbreviation

Earnings
[€]

Electricity costs
[€]

Biomass costs
[€]

Net energy costs
[€]

0
1.1
1.2
1.3
2.1
2.2
2.3

HP back up only
BIOM_SOL_H_C
SOL_H_C
BIOM_H_C
BIOM_SOL_H_C_EL
SOL_H_C_EL
BIOM_H_C_EL

0€
7,949 €
1,987 €
7,949 €
66,074 €
6,458 €
65,081 €

23,350 €
5,962 €
19,375 €
5,962 €
32,789 €
22,853 €
32,292 €

0€
15,898 €
0€
20,866 €
89,921 €
0€
101,844 €

23,350 €
13,910 €
17,388 €
18,382 €
56,635 €
16,394 €
69,055 €

2.4.2 Improved electricity generation
From the previous analysis, it emerges as the integration of operation schemes dedicated to
produce electricity is on the one hand very attractive since it produced twice electricity as
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electricity consumption (Figure 46) but on the other it is not very competitive in terms of net
energy costs (Table 17).
Since the variation of the electricity tariff has a major impact on the profitability of electricity
generation schemes, it is therefore interesting to examine in depth this issue. Cases 2.1 and 2.3
have been further studied integrating a control that permits the activation of electricity
generation schemes only when the instantaneous electricity tariff is greater than a threshold
value. As shown in Table 14, electricity tariff ranges from 0.073 €/kWh to 0.184 €/kWh. If the
electricity tariff is higher than 0.073 €/kWh, than electricity generation occurs any time (same
as case 2.1 and 2.3), whereas if the electricity tariff is lower than a threshold tariff of 0.184
€/kWh electricity generation is excluded (same as case 1.1 and 1.3).
It has to be pointed out following results for electricity tariffs of 0.15 €/kWh and 0.18 €/kWh are
identical since they fall between tariff P1 (0.184 €/kWh) and P2 (0.146 €/kWh).
In Figure 48 the balance between electricity generated and purchased is shown for cases 2.1 and
2.3. In both cases the system produces more electricity than the consumption. In absolute terms
the electricity generated drops by 60% when a minimum electricity tariff of 0.09 €/kWh is used.
For higher threshold electricity tariffs, the decrease of the electricity production is linearly
correlated to a decrease of the operation time. A similar trend is appreciated for electricity
consumption.
The activation period of ORC unit and electricity generation schemes for winter and summer
seasons are plotted in Figure 49 and listed in Table 19. The activation period of the ORC when
electricity is generated amount to 8150-8200 hours for cases 2.1 and 2.3, whereas when
electricity is considered as by-product range between 1070-1110 hours.

Figure 48. Electricity generation and consumption for Case 2.1 (left) and Case 2.3 (right) as a function of
minimum electricity tariff for electricity generation.
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Figure 49. Activation period of electricity generation schemes Sc7a (winter) and Sc7b (summer) and ORC
unit for Case 2.1 (left) and Case 2.3 (right) as a function of minimum electricity tariff for electricity
generation.

Table 19. List of Activation period of electricity generation schemes Sc7a (winter) and Sc7b (summer)
and ORC unit for Case 2.1 (left) and Case 2.3 (right) as a function of minimum electricity tariff for
electricity generation.

Electricity tariff
[€/kWh]
0.06
0.09
0.12
0.15
0.18
0.21

Case 2.1
BIOM_SOL_H_C_EL
Sc7a
Sc7b
ORC
(winter)
(summer)
hours
hours
hours
4070
1565
1039
378
378
0

2886
566
437
170
170
0

Case 2.3
BIOM_H_C_EL
Sc7a
Sc7b
(winter)
(summer)
hours
hours

8198
3322
2634
1679
1679
1074

4068
1570
1040
376
376
0

2841
539
408
147
147
0

ORC
hours
8154
3314
2621
1672
1672
1114

As for electricity generation/consumption balance, also in terms of primary energy the impact
is relevant (Figure 50). Primary energy for electricity generation only decrease rapidly at a
threshold temperature of 0.09 €/kWh, whereas afterwards the decrease is almost linear.
Heating and cooling are subjected to minor changes mainly related the higher/lower availability
of heat at high temperature to be fed into ORC evaporator.
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Figure 50. Specific primary energy demand for heating, cooling and electricity generation for Case 2.1
(left) and Case 2.3 (right) as a function of minimum electricity tariff for electricity generation.

The net energy cost for cases 2.1 and 2.3 are shown in Figure 51. As shown before the
combination of biomass boiler and solar collectors leads to more favourable energy costs
compared to biomass only configuration. Thanks to this case 2.1 turns to be more attractive than
an electrically driven back up system at a minimum electricity tariff of 0.09 €/kWh is considered,
whereas for case 2.3 this condition occurs with a value greater than of 0.15 €/kWh.

Figure 51. Earnings and energy costs for Case 2.1 (left) and Case 2.3 (right) as a function of minimum
electricity tariff for electricity generation.

2.5 Recommended system layout and control strategy
As presented above, biomass is the main responsible for final energy and primary consumption
in the BRICKER system and this mainly occurs for electricity generation purposes. The aim of this
paragraph is to show at which extend an optimized management of biomass boiler and
electricity generation scheme can lead to valuable results in terms of net energy costs and
primary energy savings with respect to a reference case (pure electrically heating and cooling
system) and the BRICKER system as proposed.
A first improvement to the former control strategy consists in generating electricity through the
ORC, maximizing the exploitation of solar energy (similarly to Case 2.2) in contrast to an
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extensive use of biomass boiler. Additionally, as presented in paragraph 2.4.2, electricity
generation should be restricted to periods where electricity tariff is greater than 0.15 €/kWh.
Integrating these improvements in the BRICKER system, the following consideration are drawn.
The optimized control show significant improvements in terms of yearly final energy with
respect to the BRICKER system as proposed (see Figure 52). These are quantified in a reduction
of final energy of about 81%.

Figure 52. Comparison of yearly final energy of the optimized control strategy against Case 0 (reference
reversible heat pump) and Case 2.1 (BRICKER system as proposed).

Consequently, electricity generation is diminished of about 85% with respect to Case 2.1. The
ration between electricity consumption and generation is still very positive being about 1.89 and
the total electricity consumption with respect to the reference Case 0 is reduced of about 75%.
Although electricity production is substantially decreased, yearly primary energy benefits of this
change reaching with respect to an electrically driven system a decrease of 36%.

Figure 53. Comparison of yearly electricity consumption and generation of the optimized control
strategy against Case 0 (reference reversible heat pump) and Case 2.1 (BRICKER system as proposed).
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Figure 54. Comparison of specific primary energy of the optimized control strategy against Case 0
(reference reversible heat pump) and Case 2.1 (BRICKER system as proposed).

Economic figures testify the effectiveness of the optimized control strategy. For the new
scenario, net energy costs amount to 2.7 €/(m2y), which are 42% less than the reference Case 0
and less than one fourth of the former BRICKER control strategy.

Figure 55. Comparison of earnings/costs for the optimized control strategy against Case 0 (reference
reversible heat pump) and Case 2.1 (BRICKER system as proposed).
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3 Conclusions
From the previous simulation results, it is possible to deduce the following conclusions:
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

BRICKER system has large potential consequent to improvements of control strategy
and operation management. The optimized control of BRICKER system leads to primary
energy demand of 31.9 kWh/(m2y) and 34.5 kWh/(m2y) for heating and cooling,
respectively.
With respect to a scenario before building renovation, the comparison has to be careful.
The efficiency of the former HVAC system and components lead to primary energy
values of 27 kWh/(m2y) and 41 kWh/(m2y) for heating and cooling, respectively. The
improvement compared to the optimized BRICKER configuration is almost null.
Nevertheless, it has to be underlined that in the simulation of the existing air-to-air heat
pump system, datasheet performance are used. In order to make a comparison more
fair, on-site measurement of real performance values are advisable.
Although electricity generation mode is an interesting feature of the BRICKER system,
its operation has to be carefully discussed. The maximization of the electricity
generation should be avoided in favour of a smarter ORC operation that privileges the
electricity generation when solar energy is available and when electricity tariffs are
higher than 0.15 €/kWh. Speculative approaches therefore are discouraged.
Biomass capacity has to be sized on ORC evaporator thermal power, whereas the
installed solar capacity has to avoid oil temperature higher than ORC maximum inlet
temperature. Both recommendation are already considered in the BRICKER design.
Solar energy should be maximized and solar-assisted schemes should have priority on
biomass operation. With the energy tariffs considered for Spanish demo buildings, this
means that biomass boiler should aim to compensate daily solar variations and at
nighttime back-up electricially driven system should be used for cooling and heating
purposes.
The intermittent load of such office building throughout the year does not contribute to
improve the overall cost-effectiveness. In this perspective, the integration of the
BRICKER in a small district heating and cooling network will permit to exploit better solar
radiation and to share biomass costs among network users.
These conclusions are based on the economic boundary conditions here described. The
results will change in presence of regional or national incentive schemes for on-site
renewable energy generation or local biomass exploitation.
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